
The inquiry site for purchasing the SPM simulator

Introduction to the SPM simulator

https://www.aasri.jp/pub/spm/pdf/mail_Introduction_of_the_SPM_simulator_01.pdf

After discussing your own technical problems that you want to simulate, you and we estimate the price 

for the package of the SPM simulator. Then we enter into a contract for purchasing the software.

・https://www.aasri.jp/pub/spm/pdf/SPM_Simulator_purchase_process_ver2_eng.pdf

・https://www.aasri.jp/pub/spm/pdf/spm_howtouse_en.pdf

・https://www.aasri.jp/pub/spm/pdf/SPM_Simulator_User_Support_Manual_v03s_171029_eng_2.pdf

If you want to purchase the SPM simulator Innovator 1, please look at the following Web page:

https://www.aasri.jp/pub/spm/pdf/SPM_Simulator_Manual_For_Beginners_v16e_eng.pdf

From the following Web page, you can obtain the information about prices of software suites:

https://www.aasri.jp/pub/spm/pdf/catalog/pricelist_eng.pdf#page=12

If you want to purchase the SPM simulator Innovator 2, please look at the following Web page:

https://www.aasri.jp/pub/spm/pdf/SPM_progress_report_meeting20180127_document_en.pdf

From the following Web page, you can obtain the information about prices of software suites:

https://www.aasri.jp/pub/spm/pdf/catalog/pricelist_eng.pdf#page=19

The SPM simulator for users in the fields of soft and bio-related materials.

The SPM simulator can help you to compare experimental results and simulation results.

https://www.aasri.jp/pub/spm/pdf/DLVO_national_project_20171122a.pdf

The SPM simulator for examining surface viscoelasticity of sample materials.

The SPM simulator helps you to simulate AFM and KPFM images.

https://www.aasri.jp/pub/spm/pdf/SPM_progress_report_meeting20180224_document_P38_en.pdf

After making the contract with us for purchasing the software, please fill in an application form.

https://www.aasri.jp/pub/spm/pdf/mail_Introduction_of_the_SPM_simulator_01.pdf
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https://www.aasri.jp/pub/spm/pdf/SPM_Simulator_Manual_For_Beginners_v16e_eng.pdf
https://www.aasri.jp/pub/spm/pdf/catalog/pricelist_eng.pdf#page=12
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Please write your name, 

affiliation, and e-mail address 

in blank spaces. After your 

application, an e-mail for 

reconfirmation will be sent to 

you automatically.

An example of the e-mail

Then, we will send you an e-

mail for letting you know how 

to download and install the 

software.

An example of the e-mail

Following instructions given 

by e-mail, you can make use 

of the SPM simulator soon.

普及版SPMシミュレータ申込書

SPM simulator application
Please inform your objective SPM simulator 8 solver, and 

about your PC information.

spm-simulator-howto@aas-ri.co.jp
We will agree estimation sheet, and terms of 

contract.

If you have some questions, please contact or below 

E-mail

spm-simulator-howto@aas-ri.co.jp
Since then, customers and AAS will take counsel for 

contract.

https://www.aasri.jp/pub/spm/appform/mail_template_popular.html
https://www.aasri.jp/pub/spm/appform/mail_template_popular.html
mailto:spm-simulator-howto@aas-ri.co.jp
mailto:spm-simulator-howto@aas-ri.co.jp


How to use the SPM simulator: navigation for beginners

We prepare teaching materials of the SPM simulator for beginners as follows. We can 

also offer technical consultation to you as on-the-job training.

https://www.aasri.jp/pub/spm/pdf/DFTB_BAND_PHASE0.pdf#

https://www.aasri.jp/pub/spm/SPM_new_technology_eng.html

https://www.aasri.jp/pub/spm/mail/mail20161102_eng.html

https://www.aasri.jp/pub/spm/mail/mail20170811_2_en.html 

https://www.aasri.jp/pub/spm/mail/mail20170228_eng.html
https://www.aasri.jp/pub/spm/pdf/SPM_Simulator_sectional_reference_for_beginners_part0.pdf

Explanations for using the SPM simulator:

https://www.aasri.jp/pub/spm/pdf/spm_howtouse_en.pdf

Please make use of the SPM Simulator Operation Navigation System and the Web sites 

for technical supports simultaneously.

https://www.aasri.jp/pub/spm/pdf/DFTB_BAND_PHASE0.pdf
https://www.aasri.jp/pub/spm/SPM_new_technology_eng.html
https://www.aasri.jp/pub/spm/mail/mail20161102_eng.html
https://www.aasri.jp/pub/spm/mail/mail20170228_eng.html
https://www.aasri.jp/pub/spm/pdf/SPM_Simulator_sectional_reference_for_beginners_part0.pdf
https://www.aasri.jp/pub/spm/pdf/spm_howtouse_en.pdf


(1)[References of the SPM simulator]

If you want read documents about the SPM simulator, please visit the following Web 

page from the help menu of the software. We gather all documents in this Web page.

The online help of the SPM simulator:

https://www.aasri.jp/pub/spm/spm_simulator_help.html

You can read the tutorial, the 

reference manual, the guidebook 

which explains theoretical aspects of 

the software, and the tutorial design 

which explains functions of the 

software with ease from the above 

Web page. You can also visit the 

online help via the Internet.

https://www.aasri.jp/pub/spm/spm_simulator_help.html


(2)[How to visit the online contents]

From the Graphical User Interface, via the Internet, please visit the home page of 

Advanced Algorithm & Systems Co., Ltd.

SPM Interactive Information Exchanging Platform:

https://www.aasri.jp/pub/spm/en/about_spm_eng.html

https://www.aasri.jp/pub/spm/en/about_spm_eng.html


The operational navigation system for the SPM simulator

https://www.aasri.jp/pub/spm/assistant_eng/SPM_Simulator_assistant_top.htm

In the operational navigation system for the SPM simulator, you can obtain technical 

supports about how to use the software effectively. You only needs to answer the sequence 

of inquiries and you arrive at the Web page where how to use the software is explained.

How to utilize the operational navigation system for the SPM simulator: 

https://www.aasri.jp/pub/spm/pdf/SPM_operational_procedures_p34_eng.pdf

https://www.aasri.jp/pub/spm/assistant_eng/SPM_Simulator_assistant_top.htm
https://www.aasri.jp/pub/spm/pdf/SPM_operational_procedures_p34_eng.pdf


(3)[The list of typical values of physical parameters for various materials]

You can obtain typical values of physical parameters for various materials, such as 

Young’s modulus and the Hamaker constant, in the following Web page:

https://www.aasri.jp/pub/spm/assistant_eng/properties_typical_materials.htm

https://www.aasri.jp/pub/spm/assistant_eng/properties_typical_materials.htm


(4)[Input data for various case examples of simulations]

We gather input data for various case examples of simulations in the following Web page. 

You can download input data freely. 

https://www.aasri.jp/pub/spm/project_samples/project_samples_top.htm

Please find the case example 

which resembles your own 

problem. Downloading the input 

data, you can start simulation 

soon. If you want to perform 

simulation that is slightly 

different from our example, you 

only have to modify physical 

parameters described in the 

project file.

https://www.aasri.jp/pub/spm/project_samples/project_samples_top.htm


You can purchase or rent the SPM simulator.

Please feel free to select options what you want.

If you cannot pay all at once, you can opt annual payment.

You can also rent the SPM simulator by paying maintenance fee annually.

The maintenance fee is around twenty percent of the net price of the software.

In typical cases, the annual maintenance fee is lower than 1,500,000 yen.

The annual rental fee is also is lower than 1,500,000 yen.

戻る


